At home, many times I fool around with my brother because it was fun, but later I took it too far that I used violence on my little brother. My brother is about eight years old at times I made my little brother cry only at home "Woah!" this effect me how mean I could be to my brother. I felt really irresponsible for threatening a family member this decision am making is a bad choice that doesn't strive forward it tells me that I am not growing up. And lots of times I heard violence can happen many times outside in the real world, in the real world is not easy, it only depends on life and surviving there some bad people out there trying to destroy the peace and good. Crime happens everywhere in life because when I go home my dad would put the news on to see what's happening around the world. Also, when I hear bad things on TV I kind of felt really shocked when I hear it; it felt like a real disaster. Violence can affect your whole life its an activity that brings any person to prison or I can say to jail.

That's why violence is never the answer. I can't strive forward with this activity which is called violence. This violence topic is used for hating one another; it can tell by the person's feeling. Violence is for people who get mad, sometimes it can be for bullying bullying is another idea that involves violence. I always make trouble for my dad when I am with my brother when I am in trouble I feel bad myself because I kind of feel a lot of pain inside my heart. Violence is used to hurt people there's no actual conversation about it its just smack that doesn't involve respect or caring but it involves bad manners.
Also, violence can give a lot of bad luck because it can send a person to court or jail for being violent. Many times in my past I kept building my brother and showed me I wasn’t growing up and not being mature. It affected me a lot because I felt I am a trouble maker that don’t act like a nice guy it goes through my life. And, I’ve seen that violence can destroy someone’s life its no good for their future so that is why I can’t involve to the activities of violence its really no good, its just fist to fist it meant that using the fist can be evil and it can affect yourself and the decision your making to see what human we are today. And, I wished that I would stop beating my brother and sometimes I needed a positive attitude and try to control my anger its the best way to get away from violence it will somehow cool me down to my normal self. The causes of youth violence can be created by how people sell guns to make profit so that bad people would buy it for special defense or for murdering and that poverty is increasing that makes a big impact for violence, the economy is getting worse and people are losing money this gives violence a upper hand.

Guns are really dangerous, there was a mother in Connecticut who keep guns in her house because guns were her hobby makes it her favorite activity.
It was a bad idea to bring guns inside her home because what I heard in the news her son borrowed some guns and started shooting over 20 elementary kids plus teachers and the principle in the Sandy Hook school. It was really sad now that there less kids in the school and that the school has to move to a different location. This tells me some schools can be really dangerous by bad actions.

Neighborhood violence can increase violence too. I heard Dorchester and Roxbury has shooting involve that affect the whole neighborhood. That's why these two locations are dangerous, another cause can be about drugs, drugs can sometimes brainwash people's minds that fills with violence.

Beer and wine can make a person drunk that the person can forget lots of things. A person can think of violence any time they want. Lastly, another cause can be how lots of store prices are going up that creates a huge impact to poverty this gives violence more and more destruction and pain in this world. So these are the causes of youth violence in life. I can do about youth violence can be to make people to stop selling guns and try to sell something not dangerous worth their time it's the best way to help avoid violence and danger.
And I could do is, maybe help the poor so that they don't live in misery and pain, maybe giving them money and change and I would tell liquor stores to stop telling people to buy liquor, beer, and wine, it's a bunch of junk and when crime happens at any time I would tell police officers to get more police for more defense in the country. It's the best way to stop youth violence and I wish their would be night watchers to see if something is bad at night time. This is the reason why what I can do for violence.